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 Hate to post an unpopular opinion, but I agree completely. I love siege games, and DOTA, but after this patch, it's really
horrible to play. I just went to a siege and cant beat it and now I have no way to leave. Which might not even fix it, so this

makes the game unplayable. NaDaStats Profile Joined April 2011 United States 1214 Posts #20 On November 15 2011 17:27
NaDaStats wrote: Show nested quote + On November 15 2011 17:21 suzaku wrote: On November 15 2011 17:12 NaDaStats
wrote: On November 15 2011 17:01 suzaku wrote: On November 15 2011 16:54 NaDaStats wrote: What's up with the game

being unplayable atm? Why is this happening? Edit: oh shit, nevermind, I read in OP that this was intended. Edit2: Ah, so this
will fix the problem? I'm assuming not, unless they've added in a new type of wall? Yep. You need to destroy the middle (lock)

of each of the four walls. T/N: I know what "lock" is, I just don't know what he means by the middle. But yeah, what I'm
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assuming he's saying. Yep. You need to destroy the middle (lock) of each of the four walls.T/N: I know what "lock" is, I just
don't know what he means by the middle. But yeah, what I'm assuming he's saying. Ok, but all four middle (?) walls must be

destroyed, right? Ok, but all four middle (?) walls must be destroyed, right? «My faith in humanity rests in the hearts of the men
who wear the crown.» suzaku Profile Joined April 2011 United States 17 Posts #21 On November 15 2011 17:40 NaDaStats

wrote: On November 15 2011 17:27 NaDaStats wrote: 82157476af
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